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Test Series: April, 2018 

MOCK TEST PAPER – 2 

FINAL (OLD) COURSE: GROUP – II 

PAPER – 5: ADVANCED MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING 
Question No. 1 is compulsory 

Answer any five questions from the remaining six questions 

Time Allowed – 3 Hours Maximum Marks – 100 

1. (a) “Hard Rock Coconut” is an exclusive resort located in a famous Island of Pacific Ocean that vows 
to isolate its guests from the hustle and bustle of everyday life. Its leading principle is “all 
contemporary amenity wrapped in old-world charisma”. Each of the resort’s 18 villas has a 
separate theme like Castle, Majestic, Ambassador, Royal Chateau, Coconut, Lemon, Balinese 
etc and guests often ask for a specific villa when they make reservations. Villas are Ideal for 
families or friends travelling together and these villas feature luxurious accommodation spanning 
two floors. Since it is located within a 300-acre estate on white sand beach, the resort offers its 
guests a wide variety of outdoor activities such as horseback riding, hiking, diving, snorkeling, 
sailing, golf and so on. Guests could also while away the day relaxing in the pool and availing 
themselves of the resort’s world-famous spa “Hard Coco Spa”. The dining room, which only has 
three tables for the public, is acceptable proud of its 4-star rating.  

 You are required to develop a balanced scorecard for “Hard Rock Coconut”. It is sufficient to give 
two measures in each of the four perspectives.     (5 Marks) 

(b) Global Multinational Ltd. (GML) has two Divisions ‘Dx’ and ‘Dz’ with full profit responsibility. The 
Division ‘Dx’ produces Component ‘X’ which it sells to ‘outside’ customers only. The Division ‘Dz’ 
produces a product called the ‘Z’ which incorporates Component ‘X’ in its design. ‘Dz’ Division is 
currently purchasing required units of Component ‘X’ per year from an outside supplier at market 
price.  

 New CEO for Indian Operations has explored that ‘Dx’ Division has enough capacity to meet 
entire requirements of Division ‘Dz’ and accordingly he requires internal transfer between the 
divisions at marginal cost from the overall company’s perspective.  

 Manager of Division ‘Dx’ claims that transfer at marginal cost are unsuitable for performance 
evaluation since they don’t provide an incentive to the division to transfer goods internally.  He 
stressed that transfer price should be ‘Cost plus a Mark-Up’.  

 New CEO worries that transfer price suggested by the manager of Division ‘Dx’ will not induce 
managers of both Divisions to make optimum decisions. You are requested to help him out of the 
problem.             (5 Marks) 

 (c) Find the dual problem for the following: 
  Minimize 
   Z = 2x1 − 3x2 + 4x3 

  Subject to the constraints 
   3x1 + 2x2 + 4x3  ≥  9 
   2x1 + 3x2 + 2x3  ≥  5 
   7x1 − 2x2 − 4x3  ≤  10 
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   6x1 − 3x2 + 4x3  ≥  4 
   2x1 + 5x2 − 3x3  =  3 
   x1, x2, x3  ≥  0            (5 Marks) 
(d) State the validity of following statements along with the reasons: 

(i) Two activities have common predecessor and successor activities. So, they can have 
common initial and final nodes. 

(ii) In respect of any activity whether real or dummy, the terminal node should bear a number 
higher than the initial node number.  

(iii) The difference between the latest event time and the earliest event time is termed as free 
float.  

(iv) For every critical activity in a network, the earliest start and the earliest finish time as well as 
the latest finish time and the latest start time are the same. 

(v) The optimal duration of a project is the minimum time in which it can be completed. 
 (5 Marks) 

2. (a) Identify the type of cost along with the reasons. 
(i) An advertising program has been set and management has signed the non negotiable 

contract for a year with an agency. Under the terms of contract, agency will create 5 
advertisements within the contract duration for the company and company will pay 
Rs.12,00,000 for each advertisement. 

(ii) A manager has to decide to run a fully automated operation that produces 100,000 widgets 
per year at a cost of Rs.1,200,000, or of using direct labour to manually produce the same 
number of widgets for Rs.1,400,000. 

(iii) A Company had paid Rs.5,00,000 a Marketing Research company to find expected demand 
of the newly developed product of the company.  

(iv) A company has invested Rs.25 lacs in a project. Company could have earned Rs.2 lacs by 
investing the amount in Government securities. 

(v) A Oil Refining Co. has paid a salary of Rs.20,00,000 to the chairman for a particular year. 
The Company has sold 25 MT of Oil in that particular year. 

(vi) Accountant of a cloth factory paid Rs.25,000 for water that has been used for washing 
clothes before they go for final drying process.                       (6 Marks) 

 (b) Fine Manufacturers Ltd. (FML) is specialist in the manufacturing of Industrial Products. They 
manufacture and market two types of products under the name ‘X’ and ‘Y’. Company produces 
two products from three basic raw materials ‘A’, ‘B’, and ‘C’. Company follows a 13-period 
reporting cycle for budgeting purpose. Each period is four weeks long and has 20 working days. 
Data relating to the purchase of raw materials are presented below: 

Raw 
Material 

Purchase 
Price 
(Per Kg) 

Standard 
Purchase 
Lot (Kg) 

Reorder 
Point (Kg) 
 

Projected Inventory Status 
at the end of 5th period (Kg) 

Lead Time 
in Working 
Days On Hand On Order 

A Rs. 1.00 90,000 72,000 96,000 90,000 10 
B Rs. 2.00 30,000 45,000 54,000 - 25 
C Rs. 1.00 60,000 60,000 84,000 60,000 20 
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Past experience has shown that adequate inventory levels for ‘X’ and ‘Y’ can be maintained if 40 
percent of the next period’s projected sales are on hand at the end of a reporting period. Other 
relevant information is as follows: 

Product Raw Material 
Specifications 

Projected 
Inventory Levels 

               Projected Sales 

A B C  At the end of 
current (5th) 
period 

6th Period 7th Period 8th Period 

Kg Kg Kg Units Units Units Units 
X 1.25 0.50 - 18,000 45,000 52,500 57,000 
Y 2.00 - 1.50 16,800 42,000 27,000 24,000 

The sales of ‘X’ and ‘Y’ do not vary significantly from month to month. Consequently, the safety 
stock incorporated into the reorder point for each of the raw materials in adequate to compensate 
for variations in the sales of the finished products. 
Raw materials orders are placed the day the quantity on hand falls below the reorder point. 
FML’s suppliers are very trustworthy so that the given lead times are reliable.  
The outstanding orders for raw materials ‘A’ and ‘C’ are due to arrive on the 10th and 4th working 
day of the 6th period, respectively. Payments for all raw material orders are remitted by the 10th 
day of the delivery. 
You are required to determine the following items for raw materials ‘A’, ‘B’, and ‘C’ for inclusion in 
the 6th period report to management: 
1. Projected quantities (in Kg) to be issued to production. 
2. Projected quantities (in Kg) ordered and the date (in terms of working days) the order is to 

be placed. 
3. The projected inventory balance (in Kg) at the end of the period. 
4. The payments for purchases with due date.  (10 Marks) 

3. (a) Great Eastern Appliances Ltd. (GEAL) manufactures consumer durable products in  a very 
highly competitive market. GEAL is considering launching a new product  ‘Kitchen Care’ into 
the market and gathered the following data: 

  Expected Market Price- Rs.5,000 per unit 
  Direct Material Cost- Rs.1,850 per unit 
  Direct Labour Cost- Rs.80 per hour 
  Variable Overhead Cost- Rs.1,000 per unit  
  Packing Machine Cost (specially to be purchased for this product)- Rs.5,00,000 

 GEAL expects the selling price for the new product will continue throughout the product’s life and 
a total of 1,000 units can be sold over the entire lifetime of the product. 

 Direct labour costs are expected to reduce as the volume of output increases due to the effects of 
80% learning curve (index is -0.3219). The expected time to be taken for the first unit is 30 hours 
and the learning effect is expected to end after 250 units have been produced. Units produced 
after first 250 units will take the same time as the 250th unit.  
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 You are required to-  
(i) Calculate the expected total labour hours over the life time of the product ‘Kitchen Care’. 
(ii) Profitability of product ‘Kitchen Care’ that GEAL will earn over the life time of the product. 
(iii)  Average target labour cost per unit over the life time of the product if GEAL requires 

average profit of Rs. 800 per unit, to achieve its long term objectives.  
Note: 250 -0.3219 = 0.1691, 249 -0.3219 =0.1693                                                 (8 Marks) 

(b) Edward Ltd. manufactures weighing machines of standard size and sells its products to two 
industrial customers namely MT Ltd. and KG Ltd. and to a dealer MG Bros. having shops in 
different cities. The maximum retail price per unit of weighing machine is Rs. 11,000 and per unit 
average cost of production is Rs. 5,500 (40% is general fixed overhead cost). 

 The Finance Officer has been asked to undertake a customer profitability analysis and calculate 
and compare the profit margin per customer (before deducting general fixed overhead) to know 
about the real customer profitability. 

 Following are the additional overhead information: 

Delivery costs Rs. 200 per kilometer 
Emergency delivery cost (in addition to delivery cost) Rs. 21,000 per delivery 
Order processing cost Rs. 6,000 per order 
Specific discount and sales commission As per negotiation 
Product Advertisement cost Actual cost 

  The following data are available for each customer 

Particulars MT Ltd. KG Ltd. MG Bros. 
Sales (in units) 2,000 1,000 800 
Total delivery kilometer travelled  1,000 800 900 
No. of emergency delivery 2 1 0 
No. of orders processed 4 2 8 
Specific Discount  
(percentage of sales revenue) 

25% 20% 15% 

Sales Commission  
(percentage of sales revenue) 

15% 10% 5% 

Advertisement Costs (Rs.) 8,75,000 6,15,000 4,30,000 

 You are required to analyse the profitability for each customer, which customer is the most 
profitable.                                                                                      (8 Marks) 

4. (a)  Golden Bird Airlines Ltd. operates its services under the brand ‘Golden Bird’. The ‘Golden Bird’ 
route network spans prominent business metropolis as well as key leisure destinations across the 
Indian subcontinent. ‘Golden Bird’, a low-fare carrier launched with the objective of 
commoditizing air travel, offers airline seats at marginal premium to train fares across India.  
Profits of the ‘Golden Bird’ have been decreasing for several years. In an effort to improve the 
company’s performance, consideration is being given to dropping several flights that appear to be 
unprofitable. 
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Income statement for one such flight from ‘New Delhi’ to ‘Leh’ (GB - 022) is given below (per 
flight): 

 Rs. Rs. 
Ticket Revenue  
(175 seats x 60% Occupancy x Rs. 7,000 ticket price)      

 7,35,000 

Less: Variable Expenses (Rs.1,400 per person)  1,47,000 

Contribution Margin    5,88,000 

Less: Flight Expenses:   

Salaries, Flight Crew 1,70,000  

Salaries, Flight Assistants   31,500  

Baggage Loading and Flight Preparation   63,000  

Overnight Costs for Flight Crew and Assistants at 
destination 

  12,600  

Fuel for Aircraft   2,38,000  

Depreciation on Aircraft 49,000*  

Liability Insurance 1,47,000  

Flight Promotion 28,000  

Hanger Parking Fee for Aircraft at destination       7,000  7,46,100 
Net Gain / (Loss)  (1,58,100) 

* Based on obsolescence 

The following additional information is available about flight GB-022. 
1. Members of the flight crew are paid fixed annual salaries, whereas the flight assistants are 

paid by the flight. 
2. The baggage loading and flight preparation expense is an allocation of ground crew’s 

salaries and depreciation of ground equipment. 
3. One third of the liability insurance is a special charge assessed against flight GB-022 

because in the opinion of insurance company, the destination of the flight is in a “high-risk” 
area. 

4. The hanger parking fee is a standard fee charged for aircraft at all airports. 
5. If flight GB-022 is dropped, ‘Golden Bird’ Airlines has no authorization at present to replace 

it with another flight. 
Required 
Using the data available, prepare an analysis showing what impact dropping flight GB-022 would 
have on the airline’s profit.  (8 Marks) 

(b) An organization producing 4 different products, viz., WW, WX, WY, and WZ having 4 operators, 
viz., A,B, C and D who are capable of producing any of the four products, works effectively 7 
hours a day. The time (in minutes) required for each operator for producing each of the products 
are given in the cells of the following matrix along with profit (Rs. per unit): 
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Operator Product 
WW WX WY WZ 

A 3.0 5.0 7.0 6.0 
B 3.5 2.5 1.5 2.0 
C 3.0 3.5 5.0 5.0 
D 10.0 5.0 7.5 7.5 

       Profit 1.5 1.0 2.0 0.5 
Find out the assignment of operators to product which will maximize the profit.  
 (8 Marks) 

5. (a) Zed company manufactures two types of flooring rolls. Budgeted and actual data for 2015 are- 
 Static Budget Actual Result 

Industrial Domestic Total Industrial Domestic Total 

Unit Sales in Rolls  
(‘000) 

200 600 800 252 588 840 

Contribution 
Margin  
(Rs.in Lacs) 

100.00 240.00 340.00 119.70 246.96 366.66 

 In late 2014, a marketing research estimated industrial volume for industrial and domestic 
flooring at 80 Lacs Rolls. Actual industry volume for 2015 was 70 Lacs Rolls.  
Required 
(i)  Sales Mix Variance and Sales Quantity Variance by type of flooring rolls and in total.  
(ii)  Market Share Variance and Market Size Variance.                            (8 Marks) 

(b) “Cost is not the only criterion for deciding in favour of shut down” – Briefly explain.         (4 Marks) 
(c) Arnav Automobiles Ltd. is a leading manufacturer of commercial vehicles in India. It uses 

Standard Costing and Variance Analysis to measure its operating performance. Now 
management of Arnav Automobiles Ltd. wants to compete globally and changed its performance 
measurement system to Kaizen Costing. State why Kaizen Costing could be more useful for 
performance measurement than the Standard Costing and Variance Analysis.       (4 Marks) 

6. (a) Maryanne Ltd. has two divisions Division A and Division B. Division A produces product Z, which 
it sells to external market and also to Division B. Divisions in the Maryanne Ltd. are treated as 
profit centres and divisions are given autonomy to set transfer prices and to choose their 
supplier. Performance of each division measured on the basis of target profit given for each 
period. 

 Division A can produce 1,00,000 units of product Z at full capacity. Demand for product Z in the 
external market is for 70,000 units only at selling price of Rs. 2,500 per unit. To produce product 
Z Division A incurs Rs. 1,600 as variable cost per unit and total fixed overhead of Rs. 
4,00,00,000. Division A has employed Rs. 12,00,00,000 as working capital, working capital is 
financed by cash credit facility provided by its lender bank @ 11.50% p.a. Division A has been 
given a profit target of Rs. 2,50,00,000 for the year. 

 Division B has found two other suppliers R Ltd and S Ltd. who are agreed to supply product Z. 
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 Division B has requested a quotation for 40,000 units of product Z from Division A. 
Required 
(i) CALCULATE the transfer price per unit of product Z that Division A should quote in order to 

meet target profit for the year. 
(ii) CALCULATE the two prices Division A would have to quote to Division B, if it became 

Maryanne Ltd. policy to quote transfer prices based on opportunity costs.        (6 Marks) 
(b) Fiona is a news reporter and feature writer for an economic daily. Her assignment is to develop a 

feature article on 'Product Life-Cycle Costing', including interviews with the Chief Financial 
Officers (CFO) and Operating Managers. Fiona has been given a liberal budget for travel so as to 
research into company's history, operations, and market analysis for the firm she selects for the 
article. 

 Required: 
 Fiona has asked you to recommend industries and firms that would be good candidates for the 

article. What would you advice? Explain your recommendations.   (4 Marks) 
(c) A public company responsible for the supply of domestic gas has been approached  by 

several prospective customers in a rural area adjacent to a high-pressure main.  As a condition 
of its license to operate as a utility, the company is obliged to respond positively to current needs 
provided the financial viability of the company is not put at risk. New customers are charged  
Rs. 250 each for connection to the system. 

 Once a meter is installed, a standing charge of Rs. 10 per quarter is billed. Charges for gas are 
levied at Rs. 400 per 1,000 metered units. 

 A postal survey of the area containing, according to the rating authority, 5,000 domestic units, 
elicited a 40% response rate. 95% of those who responded confirmed that they wished to 
become gas users and expressed their willingness to pay the connection charge. 

 Although it is recognized that a small percentage of those willing to pay for connection may not 
actually choose to use gas, it is expected that the average household will burn 50 metered units 
per month. There will be some seasonal  differences. 

 The company’s marginal cost of capital is 17% pa and supplies of bulk gas cost the company  
Rs. 0.065 per metered unit. Wastage of 15% has to be allowed to determine what the maximum 
capital project cost can be to allow the company to provide the service required.       (4 Marks) 

(d) In an assignment problem to assign jobs to men to minimize the time taken, suppose that one 
man does not know how to do a particular job, how will you eliminate this allocation from the 
solution?   (2 Marks) 

7. Answer any 4 out of the following 5 questions: 
(a) The product mix of a Delta Ltd. is as under: 

 Products 
 M N 

Units 54,000 18,000 
Selling Price Rs. 7.5 Rs. 15 
Variable Cost Rs. 6 Rs. 4.5 
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Find the break-even points in units, if the company discontinues product ‘M’ and replace with 
product ‘O’. The quantity of product ‘O’ is 9,000 units and its selling price and variable costs 
respectively are Rs. 18 and Rs. 9. Fixed Cost is Rs. 15,000.      (4 Marks) 

(b) Classify the following items under appropriate categories of equality costs viz. Prevention Costs, 
Appraisal Cost, Internal Failure Costs and External Failure costs: 

 (i) Rework 
(ii) Disposal of scrap 
(iii) Warranty Repairs 
(iv) Repair to manufacturing equipments 
(v) Discount on defective sale 
(vi) Raw material inspection 
(vii) Finished product inspection 
(viii) Establishment of quality circles     (4 Marks) 

(c) (i) Briefly explain-“All activities of a firm are not subject to learning effect”                (2 Marks) 
(ii) Two companies, Beta and Gama, have the same values for turnover and net profit and 

make a similar product. Beta has a higher P/V ratio than Gama. Which company will perform 
better when: (i) the market demand is high? (ii) the market demand is low?(2 Marks) 

(d) X Limited is engaged in manufacturing activities. It has received a request from one of its 
important customers to supply a product which will require conversion of material ‘KM’, which is a 
non-moving item. 
The following details are available:  
Book value of material ‘KM’     Rs. 30 
Realisable value of material ‘KM’    Rs. 40 
Replacement cost of material ‘KM’    Rs. 50 
It is estimated that conversion of one unit of ‘KM’ into one unit of the finished product will require 
one labour hour. At present, labour is paid at the rate of Rs. 10 per hour. Other costs are as 
follows: 
Out-of-pocket expenses   Rs.15 per unit 
Allocated overheads   Rs.5 per unit 
The labour will be re-deployed from other activities. It is estimated that the temporary 
redeployment will not result in loss of contribution. The employees to be re-deployed are 
permanent employees of the company. 
Required: 
Estimate the minimum price to be charged from the customer so that the company is not worse 
off by executing the order.  (4 Marks) 

(e) State the limitations of Uniform Costing?  (4 Marks) 
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